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HELPFUL, WELL WRITTEN The topic is essential, for parents, teachers, and
anyone who works with kids.Exactly what is a parent to accomplish when
confronted with an onslaught of professional opinion? I further suggest
Transforming the Difficult Child by Howard Glasser and even several
sessions with a qualified Nurtured Center Trainer. My son has a speech
and language delay; Shannon himself refers parent to Nurtured Center
Trainers. Great resource This is a great resource for parents and for
educators and mental medical researchers as well. Assessing the eye and
energy of the adults in a reaction to the child's intensity and
negativity prevents them from what Howard Glasser calls "accidentally"
giving adverse energy to detrimental behaviors. More importantly,
parents can dramatically increase the intense positive energy the
parents direct to the child's greatness options. This is a kind,
balanced, reasonable reserve, from a psychiatrist would you prescribe
medicines, but who provides realistic, well balanced picture of the
problem. I loved Dr. The inclination to pathologize
childhood--dispensing diagnosis and drugs the way we used to hand out
candy to solve tiny woes, sometimes appears to have infiltrated every
aspect of our childrens' lives with medical and educational experts
leading the way. My understanding is certainly that Dr. plus, he's just
a very noiseless and soft spoken small boy. That label would have made
his teacher feel better, but not other people. Therefore, in response to
a broad plethera of panel alligations, I very recently acquired my five
yr older evaluated by the Chairman of Developmental and Behavorial
Pediatrics and his group at the University of Chicago. As we suspected:
a speech and language delay - no spectrum disorder, no Aspergers and no
ADHD. We also experienced him evaluated by another developmental expert
two years earlier at Riley Medical center for Children, also diagnosed
with a speech delay.! In part, it's the labeling system that lends
itself so well to prescribing supplements to children. Thank-you Dr.
Shannon for reminding me to use my own common feeling about my very own
child, as well as sharing your faith about all those poor "out-of-thebox" children in this culture whose parents must continually combat the
diagnosing and drugging culture our children are vulnerable to. Best
practices invite parents to check the family system to be certain that
"attention-disorder" isn't put on the kid. Educators have to get a more
balanced look at of labeling. This reserve, by a psychiatrist who does
use medications is of value. It provides a view that is palatable to
both sides of the polemic issue.This book is a wonderfully written and
informative reminder that whenever it comes to your children, you will
be the true expert. Scott Shannon said in a recently available interview
(which you can discover on Youtube by searching for "Dr Scott Shannon")
that he uses Daily Essential Nutrients clinical micronutrients along
with his patients before he ever resorts to prescribing medication. He
even goes on to state that in 97% of his patients it is effective and
they progress. Superb book from pediatric psychiatrist. Balanced. Thank

you! Shannon, also helps one to see that disrupted family life, personal
and psychological attachments, do have a strong influence on a child's
mental wellness, and that a child, as well as an adult, could be weaned
off of psychiatric medications, and do well, with support.
Simultaneously, he recommends resisting labeling kids and says that he
finds that he can often help children even more by not labeling them.
The existing practice of labeling and medicating, falls very short, and
there's an alarming price of increase in a couple of years, in the use
of psychiatric medicines for small children, children and teens.
Shannon, I just purchased two even more copies of your book: one for the
eminent developmental pediatrician that recently evaluated my kid, and
another duplicate for his talented fellow. Also, the usage of strong
psychotropic medicines is handled extremely casually by many in the
medical job. This alongside Sharna Olfman's books, No Kid Left
Different, Simply no Child Still left Different (Childhood in
America) and Bipolar Kids, An important book that contributes mightily
to what should become the focus of a serious nationwide
discussion.provides adequate proof of the phenomena of the increasing
label and medicate "syndrome" in the United States, and other parts of
the world today. Given today's climate--when everything about childhood
can be a problem that requires fixing--Make sure you Don't Label My
Child, is a great tool providing real advice for those who want to act
as advocates for kids during what should be the most carefree time of
their lives. This is a book from a pediatric psychiatrist would you
prescribe medication in his practice. Labels linger, even after a
disorder is normally over, and while there's some benefit to labeling,
it would seem as though the harm outweighs the good. I feel that every
parent who includes a kid in psychiatric treatment, should read Please
Don't Label My Child. Reminding us to have faith in your own kids.Unlike
Sharna Olfman, he does not touch on the violence and sex in the media
issues, and how that could be effecting children, but as far as a book
that explains well the problem of labeling, it is excellent, the best,
easiest, effective explanation out there. It could really help parents
on this issue, as well as educators, teachers, and mental health
professionals. Well written and come up with. I'm a Mom with a boy whose
teacher was eager (really eager) to diagnose him with Add more because
he drifts off during math. Shannon's reserve, as he provided me the
faith and sustinence to continue believing in my own child all together
and complete small boy. I especially recommend the reserve for parents
who receive diagnoses of ADHD, Bipolar, Oppositional-Defiant, and Carry
out. [[ASIN:1449902871 Overcoming ADHD Without Medication: I love it
Good book, shipped fast He's Talking About Micronutrients
Dr.Simultaneously, Dr.Bipolar Kids: Cutting-Advantage Controversy,
Insights, and Research Great Book in Learning Differences I've just
finished reading Scott Shannon's book. It had been thoughtfully written,
well researched, and chock filled with ideas on how to make life less

difficult for my child. I learned a whole lot in regards to a child's
developing mind and drug free methods to support my son. What a relief!
superb reference for all parents DO NOT Label My Child offers a muchneeded antidote to the epidemic of over-medicalization affecting just
how we currently view kids and their behavior. This publication
preserved us from that cycle of testing and medicine. I learned all
about diet and products and how to stand up for my child against
something that wished to check him off and place a label on his
forehead. But, this deviation from NORMAL is just more than enough to
ignite the diagnostician in many of the first childhood
teachers/teaching assistants. Accurate.Dr.!
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